THE SCIENCE OF READING

Create Your Story!
GRADES K-5

Reading Instruction Driven by Science…
myView Literacy
comprehensively covers –
through explicit and systematic
instruction – each of the
evidence-based skills that
students need to read effectively:
phonological awareness,
phonics, vocabulary, fluency,
and comprehension.

myView Literacy focuses on the
development of foundational
skills and comprehension
strategies to ensure that students
are equipped to Read to Learn.

LEARNING
TO READ

Phonological Awareness: Initial and
Final /d/
FOCUS AND MODEL Tell students that today they will learn a new sound. Listen
carefully as I say the new sound: /d/ /d/ /d/. The sound /d/ is made by placing
your tongue behind your top teeth, then pushing air through, making the sound
/d/. Show students how to make the sound /d/ and have them practice it. Try
saying the sound /d/ several times.
SEE AND SAY
Have students turn to p. 16 in the Student Interactive. Point
to the picture of the dog. Listen to the sounds as I say this word: /d/ /o/ /g/. The
first, or initial, sound in the word dog is /d/. Name each picture in the first row
on p. 16 and have students circle the picture words with the initial sound /d/ like
dog. Repeat this process for picture words that end with the sound /d/ in the

READING
TO LEARN

Phonological Awareness lessons
occur three times per week and
include segmenting, blending, and
manipulations of phonemes.
Grade K Example

Phonics: Decode Words with Sound /k/
Spelled ck
MInilesson
FOCUS Use Sound-Spelling Card 36 (lock) to introduce the sound /k/
spelled ck.

Phonics Lessons have a threepart, explicit process – Focus,
Model and Practice, and Apply.
Grade 1 Example
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MODEL AND PRACTICE Point to the picture of the word lock and say its
sounds. Ask: What is the ending sound in lock? Yes, lock ends with the
sound /k/. The sound /k/ in lock is spelled ck. Point to the letters ck on the
card. Write the words sock and rock and have students decode them.

APPLY M
Myy TURN Direct students to the bottom of p. 52 in the Student
Interactive. Have them practice saying each sound in the words and then
blending the sounds to decode the words.

Academic Vocabulary
LEARNING GOAL
I can make and use words to read
and write realistic fiction.

Synonyms
MInilesson

OBJECTIVE
Respond using newly acquired
vocabulary as appropriate.

Academic Vocabulary
encompasses high-utility,
ELL Language Transfer
multiple-meaning
words.
Cognates Encourage
Spanish
speakers to apply knowledge of
their native language asis
a
Content Vocabulary
strategy to help them learn
academic
vocabulary heard
specific to each
selection.
during classroom instruction and
interactions. Point out the

Grade
Example
following 1
cognates:
• type : tipo
• various : vario
• group : grupo

FOCUS ON STRATEGIES Remind students of the Academic Vocabulary for
the unit: type, various, settle, and group. Explain that synonyms are words
that have similar meanings.
• Read the sentence that has the unfamiliar word.
• Look for synonyms for the unfamiliar word that might be in the
sentence or in the sentences before or after.
• Read the sentence again, substituting the synonym for the unfamiliar
word. See if the sentence makes sense.

MODEL AND PRACTICE Model an example: I like to eat various fruits, such
as apples, pears, and mangoes. I eat three different kinds of fruit. The word
different seems like a synonym for various. I can substitute different in the
first sentence to see if it makes sense. I like to eat different fruits, such as
apples, pears, and mangoes. Yes, that makes sense. Different is a synonym
of various.

Fluency
PROSODY
Have student pairs practice reading a short
passage with proper expression.

ORAL READING RATE AND ACCURACY
Use pp. 31–36 in Unit 2, Week 1 Cold Reads to
assess students. Have partners practice reading
the passage. Use the Fluency Programs Chart to
track student progress.

Fluency Instruction during small group
and collaborative work focuses on rate,
accuracy, and prosody at the at the
student’s instructional level.
Grade 2 Example

COMPREHENSION

READING WORKSHOP

Check for Understanding
CLOSE READ

Students practice and apply
Comprehension Skills and
metacognitive strategies in
the Student Interactive.
Grade 2 Example

Ask and
Answer
Questions
Highlight any
detail you can
ask a question
about to
deepen your
understanding.

MY TURN Look back at the text to answer the
questions. Write the answers.
1. What makes this text a biography?

2. How do the illustrations help you understand the text?

3. Someone who inspires you makes you work harder.
Who inspired Elizabeth Blackwell to reach her goal of
becoming a doctor?

All in Service o
f Comprehension
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